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Standard ERP Digital Office is an entirely 
paperless and highly collaborative work 
environment. It goes beyond traditional office 
management practices, providing employees 
with the necessary flexibility to accomplish 
business tasks in a cost-effective way.

Multi user calendar
Instantly see the availability of all your employees/colleagues with Day Planner calendar view. 
Book group meetings by viewing other user calendars.

Electronic Conferencing & Email
Build an in-house document/information library with access-based rights. Verify that 
employees have read all memos via an acceptance button.

Ecommerce
Standard ERP has an embedded webshop and CMS module. This means that document and 
stock updates can be connected seamlessly from your portals to your ERP system. This 
allows you to create 'portals' where students or guardians can engage with the school to get 
copies of invoices due and process payments eg for tuition fees or book schemes. In addition 
HW is soon adding an LMS to its portfolio to further enhance our functionality offering to our 
growing education sector client base.

Business Approvals
Approve purchases, expenses, leave applications and much more by notifications including SMS 
allowing users to know when to take action. Full audit trail available to back up any spending.

Repetitive invoicing
Automates your invoicing processes and issues regular invoices over a range of dates. This 
can be used for things like book scheme or tuition fee invoicing. With an in built integration 
with CRM allows you to link contracts with specific customers (parents) and track interactions. 
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Built in budgeting management
Use HansaWorld's built in budgeting functionality to plan for the financial year and monitor the 
company's performance compared to budget plans. This ensures any variations or potential 
overspends are immediately recognised and can be considered for ongoing cost 
management. You can have multiple budget versions for potential changes in scenarios.

Job costing
Project management is often used by our education sector customers eg monitoring grants 
that have been received so you can assign each cost to a specific ‘project'. It allows you to 
track time and therefore per hour costs connected with projects such as research grant 
related work.

Resource planning
Let our built in resource planner ensure your resources are carefully monitored and you have 
full visibility of usage to maximise the benefits for users and the organisation. Schools often 
use this for classroom or facility time management eg gym being booked by classes for PE as 
well as for sports team use. 

Free use for training
We offer FOR FREE software subscriptions to those institutions that wish to use HansaWorld 
product as part of their curriculum for training purposes. Please contact your local partner or 
Channel manager for more info. 


